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GSM UAE means Global System for Mobile Communications of United Arab Emirates. It was
originally named Group Special Mobile before they changed it. This is a set that is standard which is
developed by ETSI or European Telecommunications Standards Institute that have technologies
described to second generation of digital cell phone networks. This was developed to be the
replacement for the first generation analog cell phone networks. The GSM UAE standard described
originally as digital, circuit switched network that is optimized for the full duplex voice telephone.

The standard was to be expanded over a period of time to have the first circuit switched type of data
transport included, and then the packet data transport was via the General Packet Radio Services.
The packet data speeds of transmission that were later amplified via the Enhanced Data type of
rates for GSM UAE Evolution that is also referred to as EGPRS. With GSM standard has been
improved after they developed the third generation UMTS that is standard that was developed by
3GPP.

The GSM UAE networks will further evolve as they go into incorporating the fourt generation of LTE
Advanced standards. â€œGSMâ€• has been trademarked and owed by GSM Association. Since 1998, the
markets for telecommunications of many of the countries of the European Union have been
completely open to competitiveness. In Latin America and Asia, they have ended the monopolies in
2000 and 2002. These changes that are radical in the telecommunications sector will have the favor
of new player emergence in this type of field and will have their numbers increased.

For an example, they have in existence presently about 450 providers for GSM UAE across the
world. The International Union of Telecommunications that was opened in the year of 1865 in Paris
has the environment that is characterized by the State telecommunications management has found
itself in obligation for the adaptation and develops to this new type of environment. The type of
provider of services here is members of IUT and has been recognized for being one of the players
that are at the top.

They will be expanding services to the Middle East, Africa and now they are entering the market of
India so to explore the opportunities that are vast. This is not something that was understood in the
past when telecommunication was in a stage that was primitive and they had fewer activities for
economics. Economy has been booming with the industry of communication and it has not been
lagging behind. GSM UAE has a main aim with their summits for having problems solved for the
telecommunications that are the current system and will create plans of the future for the
development for the best system of telecommunication.
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